
BAIL REFORM AND THE FUTURE
THE IMPACT OF CRIMINAL RULE 26 AND OTHER BAIL REFORM EFFORTS



BAIL BONDS 101

• Upon arrest, a determination is made regarding pre-trial release

• More serious determinations regarding the severity of the charge warrant the 
setting of bail.  Different courts have different bail schedules. 

• Once bail is set, the defendant is able to enlists help from family or friends to 
work with a third party bail agent who posts the bond in exchange for a 
premium.



BAIL BONDS 101

• Different Pre-Trial Release Mechanisms Include:
• Release on Own Recognizance (ROR):  If deemed not to be a risk to the community or 

a flight risk, the judge releases the accused without bond.  Low-level, non-violent, and first 
time offenders usually qualify for ROR.

• Pre-trial Services Release: Release of a non-community risk or flight risk defendant to 
some form of pre-trial service for things like substance abuse treatment or mental health 
treatment.  The government funded agencies are in charge of insuring the defendant 
appear before the Court.  



BAIL BONDS 101

• More Pre-Trial Release Mechanisms
• Cash Bond: If the defendant is deemed a flight risk or a risk to the community, and the 

judge has set bond using a bail schedule, the defendant can secure his release by paying 
the full amount of the bond to the Court.  This payment is a deposit to the Court, and will 
be refunded (after court costs and fees are imposed).

• 10% Bond Release: If the defendant is deemed a flight risk or a risk to the community, 
and the judge has set bond using a bail schedule, the defendant can secure his release 
by paying 10% of the amount of the bond directly to the Court.



BAIL BONDS 101

• More Pre-Trial Release Mechanisms
• Bail Bond Release: If the defendant is deemed a flight risk or a risk to the community, 

and the judge has set bond using a bail schedule, the defendant can secure his release 
by seeking assistance from a Bail Agent / Surety to  post the bond for the defendant.  A 
premium (usually 10%) is charged to the defendant.  The Bail Agent is then responsible 
for ensuring all appearances by the defendant (or otherwise pointing out to the Court 
why the defendant failed to appear).



WHICH PRE-TRIAL RELEASE MECHANISM IS MOST 
EFFECTIVE?

• UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STUDY
• Covered Years 1990 through 2004

• Most Effective:  Releases on Financially Secured Bail Bond (18% FTA Rate)

• ROR showed a 26% FTA Rate

• Unsecured Release through Pre-Trial Services:  30% FTA Rate (Least Effective)

• Financially Secured Bail Bond defendants were also recovered the most after FTA (On 
Average Only 3% of FTAs were not recovered within one year of the failure).



BOLSTERING THE ARGUMENT FOR BAIL BONDS

• The Fugitive:  Evidence On Public Versus Private Law Enforcement From Bail 
Jumping by Eric Helland and Alex Tabarrok

• Published in the University of Chicago Journal of Law and Economics

• Found that “defendants released on a bail bond were 28% less likely to fail ot appear than 
similar defendants released on their own recognizance, and if they do fail to appear, they 
are 53% less likely to remain at large for extended periods of time.”



MYTHS USED BY BAIL REFORMISTS

• “Poor people are languishing away in jail because they cannot afford 
bond.”

• People are put in jail because they are accused of breaking the law—not because they 
are poor.

• Probation holds, Immigration holds, transfers to another jail (for another crime), other 
open charges are all examples of why someone may be waiting in jail without having 
actually been convicted of a crime.

• Family and friends may have been burned before, may know the defendant has a drug 
problem, or may just be issuing “tough love”, and have decided not to post bond.



MYTHS USED BY BAIL REFORMISTS

• “The bail industry targets poor communities and promotes racism.”

• The bail industry exists because people cannot afford to pay the entire bond.  
“Targeting” and “helping” are often confused by bail reformists. 

• Premium rates are heavily regulated by the states, and statutorily mandated.  Bail agents 
cannot discriminate via rate changes.



MYTHS USED BY BAIL REFORMISTS

• “The use of money bail does not improve defendant appearance rates.”

• Peer reviewed studies have proven that the use of financially secured releases is the most 
effective way to ensure appearance of a defendant in court.  

• See the Justice Department study discussed earlier. 

• Indeed, pre-trial services was one of the least effective forms of release.  



COSTS OF BAIL REFORM

• Bail reform supporters argue that alternative release mechanisms offer great 
cost savings.  HOWEVER…

• Processing criminal defendants will change

• Additional procedures will require more personnel or keep law enforcement off the 
streets

• If a state initially funds bail reform, it may, and will, push that cost back onto the county 
governments

• Pre-trial services divisions are required



COSTS OF BAIL REFORM

• Cost Analysis of Pre-Trial Programs in Other States
• New York:  Estimated at over $200 million

• New Jersey:  Estimated at over $500 million

• California:  Estimated between $1-$3 billion 

• Furthermore, there is next to no proof that the Pre-Trial Screening Assessment 
prevents the occurrence of failure to appear.



PRACTICE TIPS TO ENSURE YOU ARE WANTED

• Have a good relationship with law enforcement and the court

• Pay attention to the CCS

• Do what the court says as efficiently as possible

• Keep track of your criminal defendant

• Use common sense when writing surety bond

• Know the law

• Don’t bring a knife to a gunfight.  Get an attorney when you need one.
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